WALKING WITH CAVESEIN MOVIE WORKSHEET

PART 1

1. What's the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?
   __________________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

3. How long ago did they live? ________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?
   __________________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
PART 2

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?

3. How long ago did they live?

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
PART 3

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?

3. How long ago did they live?

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
PART 4

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?
   ________________________________________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. How long ago did they live? ______________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?
   ________________________________________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
PART 5

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?
   ____________________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

3. How long ago did they live? ________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?
   ____________________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
PART 6

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?
   __________________________________________________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

3. How long ago did they live? ________________________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?
   __________________________________________________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
PART 7

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?

________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?

________________________________

3. How long ago did they live?

________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?

________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.

________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?

________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.

________________________________
PART 8

1. What’s the name of the human ancestor discussed in this section of the movie?
   ________________________________________________________________

2. How did this species get its name? Does it have a special meaning?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. How long ago did they live? ______________________________________

4. Did any other hominid species live on Earth at the same time as this species?
   ________________________________________________________________

5. List the key characteristics and adaptations of this hominid (human-like) species.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

6. How was this hominid species different than modern humans?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

7. Suggest a hypothesis as to why this hominid species became extinct.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________